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AFMS Endowment Fund – Reasons for Giving

by Cheryl Neary, Endowment Fund Chair

Please consider donating an item with a minimum value of $75.00 and a weight limit of not to exceed
five (5) pounds.  If you chose to donate – and I hope you do- please send me via email a picture of your
generous donation so that I can get it posted to the AFMS website and into the newsletter.  You or your
club will be recognized for the donation.  This is a great way to advertise what your club does, especially
the lapidary clubs!
Of course, you can also help the fund by purchasing the tickets from your regional representative:
Federation

Name

Address

Contact Information

California (CFMS)

Colleen McGann

kmcgann009@gmail.com

Eastern (EFMLS)

Carolyn Weinberger

Midwest (MWF)

J.C. & Donna Moore

Northwest (NFMS)

Judi Allison

Rocky Mtn. (RMFMS)

Delane Cox
OR
Richard Jaeger

PO Box 224
Santa Clara, CA 95052
PO Box 302
Glyndon, MD 21071
25235 N State Rt 97
Cuba, IL 61427
1701 NW 11th St
Hermiston, OR 97838
8152 Spanker Ridge Dr
Bentonville, AL 72712
3515 E 88th St
Tulsa, OK 74137-2602
4680 Wisteria St
Dallas, TX 75211
PO Box 780791
Sebastian, FL 32978

South Cent. (SCFMS)

Joyce Speek

Southeast (SFMS)

Leslie & Dave
Wayment

editor@amfed.org
jcmoore3rd@gmail.com
mwfsecretary@gmail.com
jall@eotnet.net
delanec3@earthlink.net
rjgrsci@aol.com
llispeed2@gmail.com
aastainedglass
@bellsouth.net
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What is the reason for giving – you ask?
The money collected is for the AFMS Endowment Fund.  The interest from the monies generated is
used for AFMS special projects, such as, junior badges, judges training, digitizing of slide programs, to
name a few.
Additionally, there are pins, which are being sold for the AFMS Endowment Fund. I have extra pins of
our federations for $20 for the single federation (except for South Central- sorry!)
A complete listing of the available prizes we have thus far, along with photos of the latest, can be found
on page 3.  Remember, you won’t have a chance to be a winner if you don’t purchase at least one ticket.
They remain at $5 each or 5 for $20.  
Official Magazine of the AFMS

Thanks again for your support!
continued on page 3
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by Ron Carman, President

Last month I wrote cautioning everyone about some of the phonies out
there on the internet, ready to grab your money or personal data and make
off with it.  But there is also lots of good information available on the net as
well, and a lot  can be found on the AFMS and regional federation websites.  
Many of the local clubs also have their own websites, which I find informative
to read.  I especially like it when they include field trip information, since
I have always enjoyed collecting my own rocks and minerals.  To me field
trips constitute one of the most important aspects of our hobby.
It’s always seemed to me that so many good collecting areas are located in the same places as cold
winters, which seems terribly unfair.  It’s hard to find good stuff when there’s two feet of snow all over
everything!  However, Spring is showing signs of coming, at least here in Texas, and I am starting to think
about planning field trips this coming year.  Since I plan to visit as many regional federation shows as I can
during my term, it would be nice to combine some collecting trips with those travels.  Probably by the
time you read this paper, the Rocky Mountain Federation show will be finished, but the Albuquerque club
intends to have a couple of rather promising field trips with their show and I intend to try my luck.  As
summer arrives, more and more field trips are planned, and everyone needs to remember not only the
AFMS Code of Ethics, but also good safety procedures to observe.  In over forty years of field-tripping I
have been to some pretty strange places, from mountaintops to deep underground in mines.  Whoever
put the minerals there certainly didn’t make collecting convenient! They all carry some degree of risk, and
the better prepared you are, the better you will enjoy the trip.  Depending on where you go, you have to
consider not only travel, but equipment you need, such as tools, possibly camping gear and food and water.  
Don’t forget about weather – even in midsummer it can get cold at high elevations and I have been caught
in a hailstorm while collecting on a Colorado mountainside.  Even small hail stones can hurt when you’re
caught in the open!
Our Safety Chair, Ellery Borrow, has written some good articles on safety procedures and I hope to see
him write more.  If we stay safety-conscious on our field trips (and everywhere else) we will most likely live
to go on the next field trip!  Here’s hoping to see some of you on future field trips!
							Ron

AFMS Rockhounds of the Year

from Evelyn Cataldo, ACROY Coordinator

Northwest Federation
  The Hellgate Mineral Society of Missoula has declared that our 2017 AFMS Club Rockhound of the Year is Bob Riggs.  Bob has been a club member since 1986 and has served
as a club Director, a Federation Director, a Montana Council Director and club Vice President.  Bob is currently our President and for the last 19 plus years has been our tireless
show chair.  Bob is quite knowledgeable and talented and is more than happy to share his expertise with
everyone.  Bob can be found assisting with material identification on the majority of our field trips.  He has
given presentations on cabochon making, silversmithing and is always coaching everyone to put a display case
in our annual show. If one were to define a dedicated volunteer, the word Bob Riggs would have to appear.
Does your club have a member you would like to recognize for their outstanding work and dedication
to your club?  It’s an easy way to publicly say “thank you”.
Just send a paragraph (100 words or less) telling why you wish to recognize your person (or couple)
to your regional ACROY coordinator and we’ll print the write-up in the AFMS News so you can share your
good fortune with the other AFMS affiliated clubs.
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2017 Endowment Fund Drawing Prizes
Prize #1* - Dinosaur Footprint donated by Doug True.  Estimated value $250.  
(NFMS)
Prize #2* - Multi-colored fresh water pearl necklace (48-50” in length) donated by Jean and Matt
Charsky.  Estimated value $80.  (EFMLS)

Prize #3* - Red Jasper from Western U.S.  Good cabbing
material donated by Jean and Matt Charsky.  Estimated
value $75.  (EFMLS)

Prize #4 - Brazilian Amethyst Plate with wood stand donated by the Island Rockhounds.  Estimated value $110. (EFMLS)

FMS)

Prize #5* - Framed Fossil Fish donated by
Richard Jaeger.  Estimated value $75.  (RM-

Prize #6 - Brazilian Agate with wood
stand donated by Cheryl Neary.  estimated value $85.  (EFMLS)

  Prize #7 - 130 ct. Covellite pendant from Butte, MT
with sterling silver wirewrap in a box made of Japanese
Paulownia wood donated by Hidemi & Tomoko Kira.  Estimated value $150.  (NFMS)

Prize $8 - Moroccan Vanadinite donated by
Steve & Carolyn Weinberger.  Estimated value $75  (EFMLS)

Prize #9 - Grape Agate (botryoidal
purple chalcedony) from  West Sulawesi, Indonesia donated by Steve and
Carolyn Weinberger.  Estimated value $75 (EFMLS)

Purpose of the AFMS:
To promote popular interest and education in the
various Earth Sciences, and in particular the
subjects of Geology, Mineralogy, Paleontology, Lapidary and other related subjects, and to sponsor and
provide means of coordinating the work and efforts
of all persons and groups interested therein; to sponsor and encourage the formation and international
development of Societies and Regional Federations
and by and through such means to strive toward
greater international good will and fellowship.
The A.F.M.S. Newsletter is
published monthly except
January, July and August by the
American Federation of Mineralogical Societies
Address corrections and changes
Subscription Information, Distribution Questions:
Each Regional Federation Club is entitled
to receive three (3) copies of the
AFMS Newsletter.
These are usually sent to the President, Editor
and Federation Director or Secretary.
Subscriptions are $4.50 per year
Remit payment to the AFMS Central Office
Checks should be made payable to “AFMS”
Address maintenance and mailing labeling are
the responsibility of the AFMS Central Office.
All changes and questions should be sent to:
AFMS Central Office
Steve Weinberger
PO Box 302
Glyndon, MD 21071-0302
<central_office@amfed.org>
410-833-7926
Content – Letters
Editorial Comments – Submissions
Any communication concerning the content or format of the newsletter should be sent to the Editor:
Carolyn Weinberger

PO Box 302
Glyndon, MD 21071-0302
<editor@amfed.org>
410-833-7926

Deadline is the 1st of each month
preceding publication
(i.e. April 1 for the May issue)
Please help me attain at least a total of 30 items – the more there is the more chance you also have of
winning!

Material in this Newsletter may be duplicated
for non-commercial purposes provided credit
is given this publication and the author.
For commercial use, the individual author(s)
must be contacted for approval.
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Safety Matters: Got a Good Sole?
Yes, that is “Sole” and not a typo of “soul”.  Over
the years I have seen a great many not so pretty soles
out there on the footwear of rock, mineral, and fossil
enthusiasts as they enjoy their collecting trips.  I have
also seen plenty of worn out, torn, missing and broken
laces, as well as floppy bottomed footwear in use.
If you will permit me, I’d like to back up a bit here
and mention that proper footwear is an important
segment of having a good collecting experience.  
Having sufficient footwear for the effort is highly
recommended -- as recommended as utilizing safety
glasses, gloves, protective clothing and sun screen.
One of my primary footwear concerns is when
I see shoe soles that are worn down to the point of
treadlessness.  Smooth soles do not work as well as
treaded soles in keeping people upright. Although a
case could be made for smooth soles on the footwear
of some folks who shuffle rather than walk simply
because lugged soles do grip significantly better than
flat ones, and may thus be a tripping hazard for some.  
However, that said, I rarely see folks shuffle along in
quarries and pits because shuffling can be dangerous.
Another consideration with having tread on the
sole of a boot or shoe is the direction or pattern of that
tread.  If the primary tread patter is from right to left,
or left to right, such a pattern would be excellent for
walking or  down a slope because the tread would be
perpendicular to the direction of travel. But, what if one
moves across the slope inn either clockwise or counter-clockwise motion?  In such a case that same tread
pattern would be parallel to the direction of slope and
thus not have anywhere near as much gripping power.  
When traipsing in either a clockwise or counter-clockwise motion on a slope it would be better to have a
pattern of ridges that ran from toe to heel, and thus,
again be in a perpendicular orientation to the direction
of the slope.  If one were similar to most of us and find
the need to not just move up and down, but also right
and left on a slope it would be rather impractical to

by Ellery Borow, AFMS Safety Chair

change shoes for the different directions.
Thankfully, most manufacturers offer patterns
that are practical for all applications.  While most
manufacturers offer a pattern suitable for any occasion, I still see patterns that are biased to be better
in one direction rather than all directions.
Another important consideration is the flexibility and resilience of the sole material.  A softer
material will have significantly greater gripping
power than a hard material.  However, a softer sole
material will not last as long as a hard sole material
-- especially as these boots and shoes are used on
very abrasive surfaces.   Again, most manufacturers realize their products will be worn in varying
environments and so have selected a compromise
material, a material that will wear well on wood
floors as well as quarry bottoms.
Another sole consideration is water.  Many of the
wanderings through the woods I do when seeking
lost or forgotten quarries brings me into contact with
brooks, creeks and streams - all of which are wet.  I
frequently have occasion to walk on, over and through
wet slippery rocks.  If one has ever experienced such situation, one will no doubt recall the slipperiness of slick,
bio-ilm, and moss covered rocks.  Even a superior lugged
sole can loose its grip on rounded slippery rocks.  So,
in such instances, having a soft sole with great gripping
power is most helpful.  The salient point when working
in wet environments is to try and keep one’s feet dry.
Additional footwear considerations also come
to mind.  If one is prone to dropping rocks, perhaps
such folks should consider using strong or safety toe
footwear. If one were to crawl among the rocks or  
walk on or over tough and abrasive surfaces, folks
should consider using strong or safety toe footwear.   
Folks should also consider safety toe footwear if
walking through biting insect or critter inhabited
areas or areas of unknown danger.

Upcoming Regional Federation Conventions

2017

2018
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Rockhound Soapbox

by John Martin, Conservation & Legislation

The 2017 AFMS Convention and show is being held in Ventura, California in June.   An issue
has been raised and should be brought to the attention of Exhibitors and Dealers planning on attending the event.  That issue is IVORY.  While Ivory
has been banned for many years by the American
Federation of Mineralogical Societies for display in
completive exhibits Ivory has been seen at several shows this last year.  While in some states local
Ivory laws exclude the ownership and sale of fossil and extinct Ivory, the state of California in 2015
passed an Ivory Law (Assembly Bill No. 96) that
became effective in July 2016.  The California Ivory
Law bans all Ivory including Fossil and Extinct Ivory.  If Ivory is displayed in California and observed
by State officials and or a Fish and Wildlife Game
Warden it may (most probabaly) be confiscated
and citations written to the owner.  So if you own
Ivory keep it in your homes and out of display in
public and please do not bring it to California for
the 2017 CFMS/AFMS Convention and show.
More information on state and federal Ivory
laws may be found on the American Lands Access Association (ALAA) Website. <www.amlands.
org/478667.html>.
See you at the June AFMS Convention and
Show in Ventura, California.

Do you see a pattern forming here?  Yes, I do
suggest wearing good and appropriate footwear
-- footwear suited for the occasion.
As I like to say, it is not that the sole makes the
man, it is that the sole makes the man, or woman
or entire family safe.  
The takeaway here is that your foot safety matters...even if it sometimes becomes a wet foot.

from Emerson Tucker

California
Federation

Eastern
Federation

Midwest
Federation

Northwest
Federation

Rocky Mountain
Federation

South Central
Federation

Southeast
Federation

AFMS
June 9 - 11
Ventura, CA

October 21-22
Bristol, CT

May 6 –7
Brainerd, MN

May 19-21
Hamilton, MT

March 18-19
Albuquerque, NM

November 10-12
Humble, TX

October 20-22
Knoxville, TN

Oct. 6-7
Springfield, IL

April 27-29
Yakima, WA

AFMS
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AFMS Convention News

from Jim Brace-Thompson

Things to do When Attending
This Year’s National Show!
On behalf of the Ventura Gem & Mineral Society,
I’ve been issuing invitations to attend and exhibit at
this year’s national AFMS Show & Convention taking
place June 9-11 in Ventura, California.  For those making such plans and traveling from across the country,
I want to alert you to the many other things to do
while in SoCal (short for Southern California)!
We have great fee digs up and down the state
for rare and valuable gemstones and fossils, including giant shark teeth at Shark Tooth Hill near
Bakersfield or several tourmaline mines near Pala
in San Diego County.   We also have world-class
museums.  For instance, one of the exhibits at the
Show will feature minerals from the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County and another
will highlight meteorites from the UCLA Meteorite
Gallery.  Both places are within easy driving distance
of Ventura—so long as you don’t hit the freeway
during morning or evening rush hours (or any time
in between).  In SoCal, you’ll also find the La Brea Tar
Pits, the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History
with great fossil and mineral displays, and more.  
For those looking for attractions above and beyond
rocks, Ventura County is also home to the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library & Museum, some 30
minutes from the Fairgrounds.
To find out more about these and other attractions, go to the show website at <2017CFMS-AFMSShow.com>.  We within the Ventura Gem & Mineral
Society look forward to hosting you at the national
show and convention—and to helping you enjoy
your visit to Southern California!

Sharing Your Bulletin in PDF
No matter what program you use to create your
bulletin: Word, WordPerfect, Publisher and others,
there are solid reasons for saving, storing and sharing them in the Portable Document Format (PDF)
file format. Here are some of the reasons:
1.  It is widely used to present and exchange
documents reliably, independent of software,
hardware, or operating system. Invented by Adobe,
PDF is now an open standard maintained by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
2.  PDFs are universal.  Editing documents in Word
can be easy and useful, but if you save a Word document on a Mac, it may not visually transfer properly
to a PC; whereas PDFs are viewable on any device.
3.  Quick and easy to create. Whether working
with Word, Excel or PowerPoint, documents are
easily converted into PDF, and with Adobe Acrobat
XI you can easily convert them back if need be.
4.  Decreases file size. Editors can convert any
file into a PDF without sacrificing quality. This makes
it a much smaller file to easily email to your readers.
5.  Mobile access. Adobe Reader is available on
any mobile device, so people can read your PDF files
anywhere they want, while still accessing a lot of the
same functionality they would get on a desktop.
6.  Reading a PDF is FREE. Most PDF Readers,
including Adobe Reader, are free to the public.  This
ensures that anyone you send the file to will be able
to see the full version of your document.
Creating a copy of your bulletin in PDF:
A 2013 survey at the annual meeting of
S.C.R.I.B.E. shows that most of our editors are using
Microsoft Publisher to create their bulletins. This tip
is directed at those editors who use Publisher. When
you use Publisher 2010, or newer, you can follow
these steps to use Publisher’s built-in feature:
a.  Save your work. Then click the “File” tab.
b.  Click “Save As”.
c.  In the “File name” box, enter a name for the
file. If you don’t create a new name it will default
to the name of the bulletin file you used when you
made your bulletin (i.e.: The Rockhound 2016 November). I find this is normally acceptable.
d.  In the “Save as type” list, click PDF (*.pdf).
e.  In newer versions of Publisher you can also
select “File”, and then the option of “Publish to PDF”
from the menu.

by Mark Nelson, BEAC Chair

letin were clearer? Here is something you should
check as you convert your Publisher document to
a PDF file.
Once you complete steps A through D, as noted
above, you will see a box that reads “Optimize for”.
Click “Options”.
f.  In the “Publish Options” dialog box, click the
optimization option for “High quality printing”.
g.  Click OK.
h.  To the right of the Publish Options dialog box
is a small box that lets you check if you want to open
the file in Adobe Reader immediately after you save
it. Select the “Open file after publishing check box”.
i.  Click “Save”. Easy and Done!
Don’t forget the Editors mantra: Save Often!  If
I can answer any questions or offer any help, please
let me know. Email me at <mnelsonair at aol.com>.
[Editors note:
I use InDesign as my go-to software for the
AFMS Newsletter and converting files to pdf requires
one easy step. Just pull down the file menu and click
“export”. You then simply designate a title for your
pdf file, and click “export”. Easy peasy.]

AFMS Uniform Rules
By the time you receive this issue of the AFMS
Newsletter, the 2017 Uniform Rules will be on the
website (www.amfed.org/rules/rules.htm).  
You can download the internet versions of
the following:
• 2017 Updates
• 2017 Complete Uniform Rules
• Reference List of Classifications and Common Names for Fossils
• Mineral Classification List
• List of Lapidary Mineral Names
Please note that there is a new category for
exhibiting, category “J” - Meteorites.

Print clearer photos.
Do you ever wish that the photos on your bul-
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American Made: Leland Blues

by Rachele L. Best, The Pick & Dop Stick. First place winner 2015 Adult Articles Contest

Purists may turn up their noses, but I’ll admit
not every specimen in my rock collection was created by nature. The industrial processing of ore has
created some unique by-products that are quite

alluring. Slag is a glass-like by-product consisting
of ash, impurities, bits of iron, and flux left over
after a desired metal has been separated from an
ore through smelting. The raw ore is heated within
massive blast furnaces to the point of melting to
separate it from the impurities. Because of the difference in density of the materials, the slag floats
on top and can be drawn off before the purified
metal is poured into ladles for ingot casting.
When northern Michigan was a hub of industry
supplying our nation’s cities with steel for buildings
and railroads during the late 19th Century, circa 1870
– 1900, the Leland Lake Superior Iron Company of
Leland, Michigan was operating an iron smelting plant
on the shores of Lake Michigan. Tons of slag were produced by their operations that had to be disposed of,
and this was done in the cheapest and easiest manner.
It was dumped into Lake Michigan.
This slag by-product that was unceremoniously
dumped into the lake more than a century ago is some
of the most beautiful foundry glass that can be found.
Now named Leland Bluestone, it varies in color like the
sky varies in color throughout the day – all shades of
blue, from light to dark, to shades of green, purple, and
steel gray. The color is derived from a combination of
factors that cannot be readily reproduced. High grade
charcoal used to create the intense heat needed to
reduce the ore to pig iron was made from beech and
maple hardwoods of the region that are now long
gone. This intense heat, a local limestone flux, and
the impurities of the ore such as metal oxides, silicon
dioxide, and various other compounds, produced the
unique hues of Leland Blues.
Just south of Leland is the town of Frankfort
which also had an iron foundry that produced slag,
except the main color of Frankfort’s slag was green
with shades of purple and gray. The Frankfort foundry buried and dumped their slag in Betsie Bay and
it was also used along railroad tracks in the region
as a stabilizer.
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Iron Sand

Article and Photos by Paolo Sanchez
Pasadena Lapidary Society

3rd place winner, 2015 Junior Articls Contest

One day, when I was at the beach, I coincidentally had a magnet with me. But what happened
was that I accidentally dropped it into the sand. I
thought that the magnet would look and stay the
same when I was about to pick it up. But once I did,
the whole magnet was covered in a very fine, black,
sand that was attracted to it. Later on, I discovered
that this strange material was called iron sand.
Now, more than a century later, Leland Blues
and Frankfort Greens are considered a treasure
on the shores of the Leelanau Peninsula, drawing
rockhounds from across the country to seek out
man-made stones. Who would’ve thought a Victorian-era industrial waste product would be so sought
after by collectors and lapidary artisans?

Sources:
“Leland Blue, A Way of Life in Northern Michigan,” My
North, http://mynorth.com/2014/08/leland-blue-a-way-oflifein-northern-michigan/
“From the Rubble, Polishing a New Gem in Frankfort,” The
Betsie Current, betsiecurrent.com/index.php/from-the-rubble/
“Bluestone Bonanza,” Leelanau Enterprise, http://www.
leelanaunews.com/?=node/5842

Iron sand is named for its large amount of iron
that composes
most of the sand.
But it is also called
black sand or iron
filings. Due to the
heavy concen-trations of iron in the
sand, it can be easily picked up by a
magnet. This sand mostly contains the mineral magnetite yet it can contain hematite and other iron ore
minerals, which makes it easily magnetized. It can also
contain different elements like titanium, vanadium,
manganese, calcium, and sometimes precious metals,
like gold and platinum. It is extremely common, and
can be found all over the world, especially on the
beaches and shores of all continents, or anywhere
where there is fine sand made of iron-rich rock.
The formation of iron sand, like all other sands
in the world, is actually quite simple. This sand originates as iron ore or (very rarely) from iron meteorites or space
d u st . A f te r
many years of
erosion and
weather-ing,
the parent
rock crumbles
and weathering brings the
particles of iron in the rock down to fine particles.
Then, the newly-formed iron sand gets carried
away, and it gets deposited in places where most
sands would deposit, like in places where a river
merges with the sea. But since this sand is heavier
than most sands, it sinks to the bottom, or it just
gets trapped in rock crevices, like gold. That is why
many gold prospectors find this sand in the bottom
of their gold pans.
But you do not need a gold pan to find iron
sand. All you need is a simple magnet and a good
location to find the sand - like a sandy beach or a
river bank. In some countries, like New Zealand,
large magnets pull tons of iron sand from beaches
to be refined to make steel. Even though iron sand
doesn’t really have a high value to it, it is still a really
amusing object to play with when it is magnetized.
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AFMS Committees: 2016 – 17
Here is the listing of the people who have agreed
to serve as Committee Chairs for 2016 - 17. Please feel
free to contact these people if you need information,
have questions or would like to share ideas with them.
All American Club
Regina Kapta
<cigmc@comcast.net>
AFMS Club Rockhound of the Year
Evelyn Cataldo
		<cataldoevelyn@yahoo.com>
AFMS Newsletter
Carolyn Weinberger
		<editor@amfed.org>
Boundaries
Bob Carlson
		<illegitimusnoncarborundum@inbox.com>
Bulletin Editor's Hall of Fame
Carolyn Weinberger
		 <editor@amfed.org>
Bulletin Editors Advisory
Mark Nelson
		 <MNelsonair@aol.com>
Bylaws Revisory
Steve Weinberger
		
<central_office@amfed.org>
Central Office Administrator
Steve Weinberger (see Bylaws Revisory)
Commemorative Stamps
Wendell Mohr
		 <wmohr@erols.com>
Conservation and Legislation
John Martin
		 <smartin@antelecom.net>
Convention Advisory
Emerson Tucker
		 <emersont@suddenlink.net>
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Endowment Fund
Cheryl Neary
		<ciervo.neary@gmail.com>
Financial Investment
Lauren Williams
		<slharuir@msn.com>
Historian
Jennifer Haley
		 <ladyuglane@napablogger.com>
Inter-Regional Field Trip
Doug True
<dtruefossils12@yahoo.com>
Judges Training Seminar
Marion Roberts
		<mvroberts1@comcast.net>
Junior Programs
Jim Brace-Thompson
		<jbraceth@roadrunner.com>
Long Range Planning
Matt Charsky
		 <matt2430@comcast.net>
Name Badges
Frank Mullaney
		 <rockyfiv@aol.com>
Nominating
Matt Charsky (see Long Range Planning)
Parliamentarian
Steve Weinberger (see Bylaws Revisory)
Past President’s Advisory
Matt Charsky (see Long Range Planning)
Photography
Steve Weinberger (see Bylaws Revisory)

Publications
B. Jay Bowman
		<bjb@wildblue.net>
Public Relations
Bob Jones
		<jonesb52@gmail.com>
Safety
Ellery Borow
		 207-547-3154
Show Consultant
Emerson Tucker
<emertuck@gmail.com>
Uniform Rules
Marion Roberts
		 <mvroberts1@comcast.net>
URC Eligibility Files
Anne Cook
<abcook6@juno.com>
Ways and Means
Richard Jaeger
		<rjgrsci@aol.com>
Website/Webmaster
Marty Hart
		<webmaster@amfed.org>
Web Site Contest
Dan Imel
<lapidry@aol.com>
AFMS Scholarship Foundation
Lauren Williams, President
		 957 E Elva St; Idaho Falls, ID 83401
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AFMS Code of Ethics

AFMS Land Use Policy

I will respect both private and public property and will do no collecting on privately owned land
without the owner’s permission.

1. Adherence to the AFMS Code of Ethics
assures compliance with most statutes and regulations governing collecting on public lands and
encourages respect for private property rights
and the environment. Clubs are urged to read
the AFMS Code of Ethics in at least one meeting
every year, to publish the Code frequently in the
club newsletter, and to compel compliance on
club field trips.

I will keep informed on all laws, regulations of rules governing collecting on public lands and will
observe them.
I will to the best of my ability, ascertain the boundary lines of property on which I plan to collect.
I will use no firearms or blasting material in collecting areas.
I will cause no willful damage to property of any kind - fences, signs, buildings.
I will leave all gates as found.
I will build fires in designated or safe places only and will be certain they are completely extinguished
before leaving the area.
I will discard no burning material - matches, cigarettes, etc.
I will fill all excavation holes which may be dangerous to livestock.
I will not contaminate wells, creeks or other water supply.
I will cause no willful damage to collecting material and will take home only what I can reasonably use.
I will practice conservation and undertake to utilize fully and well the materials I have collected and
will recycle my surplus for the pleasure and benefit of others.
I will support the rockhound project H.E.L.P. (Help Eliminate Litter Please) and Will leave all collecting
areas devoid of litter, regardless of how found.
I will cooperate with field trip leaders and those in designated authority in all collecting areas.
I will report to my club or Federation officers, Bureau of Land management or other authorities, any
deposit of petrified wood or other materials on public lands which should be protected for the enjoyment
of future generations for public educational and scientific purposes.
I will appreciate and protect our heritage of natural resources.
I will observe the “Golden Rule”, will use “Good Outdoor Manners” and will at all times conduct myself
in a manner which will add to the stature and Public “image” of rockhounds everywhere.

2. Individuals and clubs are urged to write
their elected representatives and land use management agency supervisors regarding issues of
rule making, legislation and enforcement affecting
field collecting of minerals and fossils.
3. Individuals and clubs are urged to join and
support activities of the American Lands Access
Association (ALAA), a sister organization with
responsibility for advancing the interests of earth
science amateurs with legislatures and land use
management agencies.
4. The AFMS will receive a report from ALAA
at its annual meeting.
5. The AFMS endorses the principle of multiple use of public lands as a guarantee of continuing recreational opportunities.
6. Wilderness and monument designations
are inconsistent with the principle of multiple use.  
In view of the vast amount of public land already
designated as wilderness and monuments, future
such designations should be minimal, taking into
account the increased demand for recreational
opportunities, including rockhounding, created
by a growing population.
7. In furtherance of the principle of multiple use,
the AFMS believes that laws, regulations and rules
established by relevant governmental authorities
should be designed to allow freest possible access
to all public lands, coupled with minimal restrictions
on the recreational collection of minerals, fossils,
gemstone materials and other naturally occurring
materials.
8. A right to collect minerals and fossils on
public lands should be protected by statute.
9. The AFMS urges its members to work with
any or all government authorities to achieve a
good working relationship in order to improve
the “Public Image” of recreational collectors.
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